Council study on missing data in clinical trials. Key findings of the study are that (a) substantial missing data is a serious problem that undermines the scientific credibility of causal conclusions from clinical trials; (b) the assumption that analysis methods can compensate for substantial missing data is not justified; hence (c) clinical trial design, including the choice of key causal estimands, the target population, and the length of the study, should include limiting missing data as one of its goals; (d) missing-data procedures should be discussed explicitly in the clinical trial protocol; (e) clinical trial conduct should take steps to limit the extent of missing data; (f) there is no universal method for handling missing data in the analysis of clinical trials -methods should be justified on the plausibility of the underlying scientific assumptions; and (g) when alternative assumptions are plausible, sensitivity analysis should be conducted to assess robustness of findings to these alternatives. This article focuses on the panel's recommendations on the design and conduct of clinical trials to limit missing data. A companion paper addresses the panel's findings on analysis methods.
Introduction
Missing data is an important problem that potentially compromises the validity of treatment comparisons in clinical trials, because missingness may be related to the drug's effectiveness, safety, or patient prognosis [1] . Existing guidelines [2] [3] [4] [5] for the design and conduct of clinical trials and the analysis of the resulting data provide only limited advice on how to handle missing data. At the request of the Food and Drug Administration, the National Research Council convened the Panel on the Handling of Missing Data in Clinical Trials to prepare 'a report with recommendations that would be useful for FDA's development of guidance for clinical trials on appropriate study designs and follow-up methods to reduce missing data and appropriate statistical methods to address missing data for analysis of results.' This article summarizes the main findings of that report [6] concerning the design and conduct of trials.
Despite best efforts, missing data are often inevitable, so the appropriate analysis of clinical trials when there are missing values remains an important issue. The panel advocates a principled approach to analysis, on the basis of careful attention to assumptions about the nature of missing data mechanisms. A companion article [7] addresses this aspect of the study.
Randomized clinical trials are the primary tool for evaluating new medical interventions. Randomization provides for a fair comparison between the treatment and control groups, balancing out, on average, distributions of known and unknown factors that have the potential to influence outcomes in the treatment arms. When a substantial fraction of the measurements of the outcome of interest are missing, the benefits of randomization are dissipated, treatment comparisons are potentially biased, and power is compromised. Increasing the sample size to compensate for the missing data reduces random error and increases power, but it does not reduce systematic errors that might bias treatment comparisons. We focus primarily on 'phase III' confirmatory clinical trials that are the basis for the approval of drugs and devices, where the bar of scientific rigor is set high. However, many of the recommendations are applicable to randomized trials and epidemiologic studies in general.
Missing data in clinical trials often arise when participants drop out of the study before its conclusion. It is important to distinguish between two kinds of dropout, 'treatment dropout' or discontinuation, where an individual goes off the study protocol, for example, by terminating an assigned treatment; and 'analysis dropout', where some of the measurements in a study are not recorded, for example, because of failure to attend study visits where measurements are taken [8] . Often these types of dropout are related, in that individuals who go off their assigned treatment are not followed-up, so that further measurements are not taken. However, this does not have to be the case, as discussed below.
There is no 'foolproof' way to analyze trial data with substantial amounts of missing data. It is unlikely that participants who drop out of a trial are representative of all those in the trial, and no analysis method recovers the potential for robust treatment comparisons derived from complete follow-up of all randomized participants. Hence, we emphasize that the key is trial design and conduct to limit the amount and impact of missing data. Design options to limit missing data are focus of Section 2. The amount of missing data varies greatly depending on the extent to which efforts to prevent and limit missing data is a priority in the conduct of a trial; Section 3 describes some practical steps in the conduct of a trial that can reduce the incidence of missing data. Section 4 summarizes the Panel's findings.
The study report uses three types of trials as case studies to illustrate different aspects of missing data: trials for chronic pain, trials for the treatment of HIV, and trials for mechanical circulatory devices for severe symptomatic heart failure. These will be referenced throughout the article.
Trials for chronic pain are used to assess the ability of an intervention to provide symptomatic pain relief from conditions such as osteoarthritis. A typical trial involves a 12-week maintenance period following dose titration, and the efficacy measures are typically pain scores assessed periodically by the patient as well as by the investigator [9, 10] . These types of clinical trials are subject to high rates of treatment discontinuation, and the reasons may differ between the treatment and control groups. For example, in placebo-controlled trials, discontinuation in the placebo group may stem from inadequate efficacy (i.e., lack of pain relief), whereas discontinuation in the treatment group may arise because the treatment is not well tolerated [10] . To further complicate matters, participants who stop study treatment may switch to a therapy considered effective. Trial sponsors typically stop collecting pain response data on participants who discontinue the assigned treatment.
Trials for the treatment of HIV have the goal of determining whether a new drug has comparable safety and efficacy with that of an approved drug used for initial antiretroviral treatment (ART). The studies typically involve participants not previously receiving ART [11] . Because combination ART is an existing effective treatment that is the norm for HIV, the typical design in this setting is an 'add-on' design, comparing ART plus a new drug A with same ART plus a current drug B, measured over a period of 24 or 48 weeks. A common primary efficacy outcome is treatment success at a fixed follow-up time, such as 24 or 48 weeks of follow-up. Treatment failure is generally a composite outcome defined to include study participants who (1) die; (2) discontinue the study drug for lack of efficacy or toxicity before the closeout visit; (3) are lost to follow-up (e.g., do not attend the prespecified visit time point; or (4) remain on the study drug but have a predefined unacceptably high viral load, as measured by plasma RNA measurement, at the end of the reference period. These trials can have moderate to large numbers of patients who either discontinue treatment before the end of follow-up or who do not attend the designated follow-up time point (e.g., 24 or 48 weeks) [12] . Participants are typically not followedup after discontinuing treatment, making comparisons of different components of the composite failure outcome difficult. Moreover, information is not collected on effects of discontinuing the study drug on the performance of subsequent therapies.
Trials for mechanical circulatory devices for severe symptomatic heart failure. Heart implantable left ventricular assist devices (LVADs) have been shown to be effective for patients with advanced heart failure, as a bridge to heart transplantation or as a destination therapy for patients who are not eligible for transplantation; its use is increasing with the development of smaller and more durable devices. We consider a superiority design trial in which the goal is to determine whether an LVAD substantially improves functional status compared with medical management, without negatively impacting survival. As their disease progresses, some patients assigned medical management may receive a heart transplant or an approved LVAD over the course of the study, complicating the interpretation of functional measures for treatments.
Survival status is ascertained for nearly all patients, but missing health status data are often major problems [13] . Functional status during follow-up may be missing because of early death (for example, as a consequence of the implantation procedure), failure to attend examinations, inability to perform functional tests such as a 6-min walk, or 'questionnaire fatigue' for self-administered quality-of-life instruments. Item nonresponse in quality of life instruments is also a problem. Furthermore, the inability to mask observers to the treatment hinders the objective assessment of health status measures.
Trial design and missing data

Consider the potential for missing data when defining the primary estimand
Good clinical trial design should define clearly the target population and outcomes that will form the basis for decisions about efficacy and safety. The treatment of missing data depends on how outcomes are defined, and lack of clarity in their definition translates into a lack of clarity in how to deal with missing data issues. Given the difficulties of adequately addressing missing data at the analysis stage, trials should be designed to limit missing values, in a manner consistent with the trial objectives. In the words of Recommendation 1 of the panel report [6, p. 26 ]:
The trial protocol should explicitly define (a) the objective(s) of the trial; (b) the associated primary outcome or outcomes; (c) how, when, and on whom the outcome or outcomes will be measured; and (d) the measures of intervention effects, that is, the causal estimands of primary interest. These measures should be meaningful for all study participants, and estimable with minimal assumptions. Concerning the latter, the protocol should address the potential impact and treatment of missing data.
For illustration, we describe five possible estimands. For simplicity, we consider a trial comparing a new and control treatment. Outcome refers to the primary outcome of the trial (e.g., symptom or pain relief, a surrogate marker such as HIV RNA level). The 'duration of protocol adherence' is the time after randomization for which a participant received the study intervention according to protocol. For the purposes of this example, this time is assumed to be no longer than the planned study duration.
(1) (Difference in) mean outcome improvement for all randomized participants. This so-called 'intention-to-treat' estimand assesses the overall benefits of a treatment policy or strategy relative to a control in the population of all potentially randomized participants. Other comparison measures, such as the relative risk or odds ratio, are also possible. Because the estimand relates to a treatment policy, observed differences reflect the effect of the initially assigned treatment as well as subsequent treatments adopted as a result of intolerance or lack of efficacy. A trial design that supports the use of this estimand is a parallel-group randomized trial in which outcome data are collected on all participants, regardless of whether the assigned treatment is received. A trial design that does not support the use of this estimand is a parallel-group randomized trial in which outcome data are not collected on participants after they stop taking the assigned treatment or switch to a different treatment. (2) (Difference in) outcome improvement in those who adhere to treatment. This estimand quantifies the degree of outcome improvement in the participants who tolerate and adhere to a particular treatment. A challenge with this estimand is that it is difficult to identify in advance the members of this subpopulation, and assessed performance in a trial may therefore be an overestimate of performance in practice. An example of a design for this estimand is a parallel-group randomized trial with an active treatment run-in period followed by placebo washout prior to randomization, limited to individuals who adhered to the active treatment during the run-in period. Outcome data are then collected on all randomized participants regardless of treatment received and subsequent adherence. of what would have been the outcome in individuals who did not adhere with the protocol, had they adhered. The question of whether this estimand is reasonable depends on the degree to which the lack of adherence is avoidable, because otherwise this estimand measures the effects of an infeasible treatment policy. A trial design for this estimand is a parallel-group randomized design in which participants are provided adjunctive or supportive therapies along with the study treatments to ensure that they are tolerated. This design assumes that such adjunctive therapies to enhance tolerability are available and do not have a direct effect on the outcome of interest. Outcome data are collected on all participants. (4) (Difference in) areas under the outcome curve during adherence to treatment. This estimand compares the arm-specific means of the area under the outcome curve over the duration of protocol adherence. This estimand simultaneously quantifies the effect of treatment on both the outcome measure and the duration of tolerability or adherence in all participants. A trial design that supports the use of this estimand is a parallel-group randomized trial with or without a run-in period. In such a trial with this estimand, there is no need to collect outcome data after an assigned treatment is discontinued or the participant switches to an alternative, other than to address secondary analysis issues such as delayed side effects. (5) (Difference in) outcome improvement during adherence to treatment. This estimand is the difference in mean outcomes from the beginning of the trial to the end of the trial or the end of adherence to the protocol, whichever occurs earlier. This estimand reflects both the duration of tolerability or adherence and outcome improvement in all participants. Estimating the treatment effect on the primary outcome does not require collection of outcome data after the assigned treatment is discontinued.
Estimands that combine features of pharmacological efficacy with tolerance and adherence, such as (4) area under the outcome curve during adherence to treatment or (5) outcome improvement during adherence to treatment, have the potential for misinterpretation. In particular, such estimands may not distinguish between (a) an immediately highly effective but toxic treatment with a short period of tolerability and (b) a nontoxic treatment with gradual outcome improvement and a long period of tolerability.
As the aforementioned discussion makes clear, there are a wide range of estimands that can be considered in a trial, and each will involve tradeoffs between the representativeness of the population of study, the ease of study design and execution, and the sensitivity to missing data.
Design strategies to minimize treatment and analysis dropouts
Recommendation 2 of the panel report [6, p. 29] states that Investigators, sponsors, and regulators should design clinical trials consistent with the goal of maximizing the number of participants who are maintained on the protocol-specified intervention until the outcome data are collected.
The following design elements for clinical trials can help to reduce the number of participants who drop out as a result of lack of tolerability, lack of efficacy, or inability to provide the required measurement. Each of the design elements has disadvantages that should be considered.
(1) Include a run-in period, after which only individuals who tolerated and adhered to therapy are randomized to a treatment. Such a design may result in a more efficient study with less missing data, but likely will not adequately estimate the rate of adverse events in the broader population, and involves loss of some external validity. The population ultimately examined in trials using a run-in is different from the population that otherwise would have been tested. For example, a run-in is usually designed to increase the difference in effect that is observed between placebo and active treatment, assuming a real difference exists, but may no longer be truly representative of the population in whom the treatment will be used. A related idea is enrichment designs, which exclude participants on the basis of initial indications that the study treatment has a weak response or is difficult to tolerate. (2) Adopt flexible dosing that accommodates individual differences in tolerability, allowing more participants to continue on the assigned treatment by reducing the frequency of dropout [14] . Flexible-dose protocols may limit the ability to assess the effects of specific doses, but giving investigators the flexibility to increase or decrease the dose of a drug may in fact be more reflective of real-life applications. treatment are randomized either to continuation of treatment or withdrawal (e.g., placebo). Such trial designs may include a run-in phase where all participants are initially treated with the intervention under study. In cases in which loss of efficacy after withdrawal can be taken as evidence of drug efficacy, such a trial can generate long-term efficacy and safety data. This design is suitable when the goal is to assess the maintenance effect of the intervention.
The question of whether to continue data collection for treatment dropouts
Even with careful attention to limiting missing data in the trial design, some participants may not follow their assigned intervention all the way to the point where final outcome data are collected. An important question is then which data to collect for participants who discontinue the assigned intervention. Sponsors and investigators may believe that the participants are no longer relevant to the study and so are reluctant to incur the costs of continued data collection. Yet continued data collection, when supplemented with information about treatments after dropout, may be informative, particularly for the intent-to-treat estimand. Continued data collection also allows exploration of whether the assigned therapy affects the efficacy of subsequent therapies (e.g., by improving the degree of tolerance to the treatment through exposure to a similar treatment or by negatively impacting the efficacy of subsequent treatment as a result of drug resistance).
The correct decision on continued data collection depends on the selected estimand and study design. For example, if the primary estimand does not require the collection of the outcome after participants discontinue assigned treatment, such as with the estimand (4) (area under the outcome curve during tolerated treatment), then the benefits of collecting additional outcome data after the primary outcome is reached needs to be weighed against the costs and potential drawbacks of the collection.
An additional advantage of data collection after participants have switched to other treatments (or otherwise violated the protocol) is the ability to monitor side effects that occur after discontinuation of treatment and are not immediately apparent, although the cause of such side effects may be unclear if a participant switches to another treatment. Copyright We are convinced, as argued in [14] , that in the large majority of settings, the benefits of collecting outcomes after participants have discontinued treatment outweigh the costs. Specifically, the panel makes the following recommendations [6, pp. 30-31]:
Trial sponsors should continue to collect information on key outcomes on participants who discontinue their protocol-specified intervention in the course of the study, except in those cases for which a compelling cost-benefit analysis argues otherwise, and this information should be recorded and used in the analysis. The trial design team should consider whether participants who discontinue the protocol intervention should be provided access to and encouraged to use specific alternative treatments. Such treatments should be specified in the study protocol. Data collection and information about all relevant treatments and key covariates should be recorded for all initial study participants, whether or not participants received the intervention specified in the protocol. (Recommendations 3-5) 
Power analysis in anticipation of missing data
An important and relatively neglected issue is how to account for the loss of power from missing data in statistical inferences such as hypothesis tests or confidence intervals. A common current approach is simply to inflate the initial sample size by the inverse of one minus the anticipated 'analysis dropout' rate, estimated from similar trials. Authors [15, 16] have developed methods for inflating sample size to account for noncompliance (treatment dropouts) to the assigned treatments. Inflation of the sample size is reasonable if the missing data are missing completely at random, but that assumption is generally too optimistic; therefore, power calculations should be based on more realistic missing at random (MAR) or missing not at random assumptions [17] . This is rarely performed, and how to do it well is an area for research; simulation studies are one possible approach.
The most worrisome effect of missing values on the inference for clinical trials is often not the reduction of power but the potential for biased estimation of the treatment effect, a problem which is not addressed by simply inflating the sample size. If the bias from missing data is similar in size to the anticipated size of the treatment effect, then detection of this effect is unlikely, regardless of the sample size. If a preliminary estimate of the potential bias can be developed, a simple strategy is to reduce the anticipated effect size by the anticipated size of the nonresponse bias and then power the study for this reduced effect size. If the adjusted effect size is too small to detect, there is a strong incentive to design the study to reduce the amount of missing data.
Application of design principles to the case studies
We now illustrate how the design recommendations might apply to the selection of estimands for the three case studies: (1) trials of chronic pain; (2) HIV treatment trials; and (3) trials of circulatory devices for heart failure.
Trials for chronic pain. Potential choices for the causal estimand include the following:
(a) (Difference in) pain relief in all participants [e.g., degree of pain relief at 12 weeks in all patients in whom the treatment intervention is initiated; estimand (1)]. This estimand may shed only limited light on whether the treatment therapy is effective if a high proportion of participants switch from the assigned treatment and receive effective alternative therapies. Thus, to the extent possible, treatment dropouts should be managed according to a policy described in the protocol that reflects current clinical practice. It is important to limit treatment dropouts, and this may be accomplished by a flexible dose design that allows dose reduction when treatment is not tolerated or dose increase when treatment has an inadequate response. The advantages of a flexible dose design need to be weighed against the benefits of fixed dosing regimens, such as determining a minimal effective dose. For this estimand, it is important to continue to collect data throughout the trial in all patients, including those who choose to switch therapies, and use these data in the analysis. (b) (Difference in) pain relief in tolerators [e.g., degree of pain relief in patients who tolerate and choose to receive 12 weeks of therapy, that is, estimand (2)]. This option addresses a key regulatory question, long-term efficacy in patients who will take the drug, but it fails to address other key questions, especially how well and often the drug is tolerated and its efficacy in the total population, including those who do not take it for 12 weeks. One design that limits missing data is a randomized withdrawal (discontinuation) design, in which patients are treated with the test treatment open-label for some time, and participants who tolerate and have adequate response are randomized to (a) continue on the drug or (b) switch to placebo. Participants are then followed-up for the remainder of the trial. Another design to limit missing data uses an active control run-in period followed by placebo washout, with randomization of those patients who tolerated the active control to active treatment or placebo. These designs may limit missing data problems but do not address safety and efficacy in the broader population (i.e., external validity is compromised). (c) (Difference in) treatment success rate [e.g., proportion of patients who can tolerate therapy, remain in study, and achieve adequate pain relief over 12 weeks; estimand (5)]. This addresses an important regulatory question and avoids missing data by defining a composite primary outcome. However, classifying all patients as either a treatment success or not may ignore important information, such as the extent of success or cause of failure. Also, counting patients who cannot tolerate therapy as failures may strongly weigh against drugs that are excellent in patients who tolerate them, even if there are significant subsets of patients who cannot tolerate them.
Trials for treatment of HIV. Possible choices for a causal estimand include the following:
(a) Virologic response (e.g., the percentage with an HIV RNA level of less than 50 copies/mL after 48 weeks) in all participants randomized and managed according to standard practice, whether or not study treatment is discontinued [intent-to-treat or estimand (1)]. This approach compares two treatment policies (e.g., starting with a regimen using drug A plus background treatment and starting with drug B plus the same background treatment). It is not often used in a regulatory setting because of concerns that estimation of the differences between drug A and drug B could be affected if more participants on one treatment group than another were switched to a virologically more potent regimen before 48 weeks. (b) Virologic response in tolerators [e.g., the percentage with an HIV RNA level of less than 50 copies/mL, among participants who were able to tolerate the treatment for 48 weeks (note that switches in ART due to lack of efficacy need to be differentiated from switches due to side effects or lack of tolerability)]. This approach addresses the efficacy in participants who will take the drug, a key regulatory question. However, it fails to address other key questions, for example, efficacy of the drug in the total population receiving it, including those who do not take it for 48 weeks. A run-in period is usually not practical because of concerns about HIV drug resistance. An analysis that excludes those who do not tolerate the study treatments may lead to biased estimates of treatment efficacy. (c) Treatment success rate (e.g., the proportion of all randomized participants who stay on assigned treatment, remain in the study, and achieve an HIV RNA level of less than 50 copies/mL at 48 weeks). This approach predominates in regulatory settings, addresses an important regulatory question, and avoids missing data through the use of a composite outcome, treating treatment dropouts as failures. However, the use of the composite outcome gives equal weight to missing data, deaths, intolerance, and lack of virologic efficacy. Thus, the approach may mask important treatment differences and hence yield misleading results. For example, outcomes labeled as virologic failures may in fact reflect toxicity or losses to follow-up. Furthermore, counting participants who cannot tolerate therapy as failures may overly weigh against drugs that have excellent virologic efficacy in patients who do tolerate them, even if there are significant subsets of patients who cannot tolerate them. The collection of data after treatment discontinuation to the end of follow-up may permit assessment of the consequences of treatment failure before 48 weeks due to intolerability or lack of virologic efficacy (e.g., the development of HIV drug resistance associated with virologic failure). Continued follow-up allows a separate assessment of each component of the composite outcome at or before 48 weeks (e.g., summaries of numbers assigned to each treatment who failed virologically). Treatment policies, as in estimand (1), can also be compared.
Trials for mechanical circulatory devices
for severe symptomatic heart failure. We assume that, in such studies, four outcomes are of interest: death, disabling stroke, criteria met for implanting LVAD (e.g., based on previous trials in patients ineligible for transplant), and a self-administered quality-of-life assessment using a standard instrument (alternatively, or in addition to, a functional measure test, such as a 6-min walk time, could be used as an alternative or additional measure). Three potential choices of estimand for evaluating health status are:
(a) Difference in quality of life between treatment groups for all randomized patients. The quality-oflife comparison could be performed at a time point earlier than 2 years (e.g., at 6 months) to maximize the number of patients in each treatment group who are followed up. Patients who die or who are unable to complete the questionnaire for health reasons could be given a 'worst rank' score so that they are included in the analysis. This latter strategy would likely affect the power of the resulting test statistic as some deaths would be expected to be unrelated to the treatments. (b) Difference in quality of life among survivors. This addresses the effect of the LVAD on a composite outcome of death, disabling stroke, or progression to prespecified criteria for LVAD implantation. Missing data may not be MAR, so an analysis method such as pattern-mixture modeling that does not assume MAR may be appropriate. (c) Area under the quality-of-life curve while alive, which has the advantage of taking into account both quality of life and duration of survival.
Irrespective of which estimand is used, it is important to assess health status as objectively as possible. Because the intervention in trials of this sort cannot be masked to patients or the investigators caring for the patient, the use of independent, trained, and masked evaluators (i.e., those not involved in the care of the patient) should be considered. In addition, both patient self-report and clinician evaluations of health outcomes should be considered. A working group of the Heart Failure Society of America has summarized considerations in measuring and assessing health status in such trials [18] .
Trial conduct to limit missing data
The incidence of missing data varies greatly across clinical trials. Some of this variation is context specific, but we feel that careful attention to limiting missing data in trial conduct can substantially reduce the problem. An important step towards limiting missing data is to recognize the problem explicitly in the study protocol. Thus, in Recommendation 6 [6, p. 43] , the panel states that Study sponsors should explicitly anticipate potential problems of missing data. In particular, the trial protocol should contain a section that addresses missing data issues, including the anticipated amount of missing data, and steps taken in trial design and trial conduct to monitor and limit the impact of missing data.
The panel offered some practical suggestions on how clinical trial designers and managers can limit missing data in the conduct of the trial. These suggestions are quite practical, go a long way to prevent analysis problems, and deserve serious attention:
(1) Set realistic target and acceptable rates of missing data in the study protocol. One way to set target rates and maximally acceptable rates for missing data would be to examine what happened in similar trials. Other trial experience, however, does not necessarily imply a different trial can do no better, and just because a previous trial had a certain amount of missing data does not mean that amount is acceptable. The amount of acceptable missing data will depend on many characteristics of the trial, including the medical condition under study, whether the assumption that the missing data are MAR is reasonable, the size of the anticipated effect of the intervention under study, and the likelihood that a sensitivity analysis would render the results of the trial inconclusive. Applied research is needed on this topic, and techniques will need to evolve on the basis of that research. Once targets for missing data are established, performance against these goals can be monitored, and the goals can be used to motivate investigators. (2) Make the Data and Safety Monitoring Board (DSMB) for a trial aware of the trial's target for missing data and have investigators report to and discuss with the DSMB progress relative to the target. For trials with DSMBs or data monitoring committees, such committees can play an important role in monitoring missing outcome data during trial conduct. The DSMB should know about and help to set acceptable trial targets, but the primary responsibility for ensuring that missing data are kept to a minimum resides with the investigators, the protocol team, and the sponsor. (3) Limit the participants' burden and inconvenience of data collection. Possible approaches to limiting participant burden are to minimize the number of visits and assessments, to collect only information directly relevant to the main study aims, to design user-friendly case report forms, to define outcomes that do not require attendance at a clinic visit whenever feasible, and to allow a relatively large time window for completion of each follow-up assessment. (4) Provide effective treatments to participants after the trial, such as continued access to effective study treatments or extension protocols until the treatment is licensed. Investigators and site personnel can also act in several ways to reduce the amount of missing data:
(1) Emphasize in the informed consent process the importance of participation for the full duration of the trial Recommendation 7 of the panel states [6, p. 47 ] that
Informed consent documents should emphasize the importance of collecting outcome data from individuals who choose to discontinue treatment during the study, and they should encourage participants to provide this information whether or not they complete the anticipated course of study treatment.
Trial procedures should allow for informed withdrawal of consent. However, if participants discontinue study treatment, they should be made aware of the importance of continued follow-up for data collection. The following [6, p. 42 ] is an example of language for withdrawal that was used in the Development of Antiretroviral Therapy trial [19] I no longer wish to take trial anti-HIV drugs but I am willing to attend follow-up visits. I no longer wish to take trial anti-HIV drugs and do not wish to attend further visits. I agree to my medical records being consulted in future to obtain clinical information for the Development of AntiRetroviral Therapy (DART) in Africa. I no longer wish to take trial anti-HIV drugs and do not wish to attend further visits. I do not agree to my medical records being consulted in future to obtain clinical information for DART.
(2) Provide participants with financial incentives for remaining in the trial. Paying for voluntary participation in a clinical trial is generally regarded as ethical provided that the responsible Institutional Review Board (IRB) ensures that the compensation is neither coercive nor at the level that would present undue influence (21 CFR 50.20) [20, 21] . Providing cash is generally not viewed as being coercive, as it is a benefit. Most IRBs allow a small proportion of the cash payment to be retained as an incentive for completion, but, generally, payments accrue as a study progresses in payment for participation activities that are completed. Payments for return visits of participants who have stopped taking medication are virtually always considered ethical, because the risk to the participant is probably minimal. [22] and may yield useful covariates for missing data models. Potential factors influencing decisions to participate include time and duration of visits, the need for assistance with transportation or child care, need for reminders, problems in relations with the staff, problems with blood drawing or other procedures, side effects, and perceptions of intervention efficacy. (4) Educate participants on the importance of continued engagement in the trial to ensure that important scientific knowledge is generated. Mechanisms for such education include the production of a study newsletter, maintenance of a regularly updated website for trial participants, and providing access to interim papers and presentations on study progress and findings. IRBs generally require approval for communications with study participants. (5) Provide non-monetary incentives for participant engagement and retention. Examples include study-branded gifts; regular expressions of thanks; birthday and holiday cards; social networking; reminders before a visit and after missed visits; development of a friendly staff and welcoming environment; study practices that respect participants' time and schedules; on-site diversions for small children; solicitation of input regarding relevant issues of study conduct; and valued education at the site. 
Conclusion
Missing data undermine the benefits of randomization. These render the interpretation of the trial findings more difficult, because missing data analysis methods inevitably rely on assumptions that are not subject to empirical test. Thus, it is important to design and conduct clinical trials in a way that limits missing data and not assume that a statistical analysis, no matter how sophisticated, will fix the problem. This article has focused on ways to do this. A companion article focuses on principles of analysis of clinical trial data with missing values.
The distinction between treatment dropout and analysis dropout is important. There are trials in which substantial treatment dropout is understandable, but there is less reason for analysis dropouts. Even when estimands take into consideration an expectation that some trial participants will discontinue treatment, the benefits of retaining participants in the study can be substantial, including support for an analysis of effectiveness (comparison of treatment policies) and the ability to monitor side effects that occur after discontinuation of treatment.
In addition to trial design, aspects of trial conduct can also substantially reduce the amount of missing data. Section 3 highlights the importance of specifically addressing missing data in the trial protocol, monitoring the extent of missing data from the design stage throughout the conduct of a trial, and taking steps if the level is too high for some trial sites. This section also outlined specific practical techniques that should be considered to limit missing data in the conduct of the trial. Serious consideration of the ideas in the design and conduct of trials may substantially reduce the burden of handling missing data in the analysis and lead to more robust study findings.
